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Abstract: In order to solve the problem of information overload, current information retrieval systems need to be improved. Intelligence should be embedded to search systems to manage effectively search, retrieval, Filtering and presenting relevant information. This can be done by ontology based information retrieval techniques. Systems are evaluated by using their information retrieval features. Ontologies are introduced to describe the semantic information of knowledge leases in order to meet requirement of utmost sharing and reuse of the domain knowledge. The paper provides an overview of ontology-based information retrieval techniques and software tools currently available as prototypes or commercial products.
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1. Ontology and Information Retrieval

JING-YAN et al. described that characteristics of an ideal information retrieval systems are that searching is fleet and result is accurate. Traditional methods of information retrieval can be divided into three essential kinds: text retrieval, data retrieval and topic retrieval as described in [1].

Text retrieval system: The user’s information retrieval demand is represented as keywords which are compared with each word of whole text in text retrieval system. Its searching method is based on word-frequency analysis, and typical system is Google. The excellences of this kind of information retrieval system are includes a large amount of output results and super automatic search control. Its shortcomings are that return information is accumulated and reality is too low.

Data retrieval system aims at the structural information system, retrieval demand and information data all stands by certain formats, and is provided with the decided structure. It permits appointed field search, and various kinds of commercial service database all adopt this searching mode. The quality of data retrieval depends on code organization, and may cost a lot of money. The output result is relative accurate, but can not generate all expectancy information.

Topic retrieval system collects information by manpower manner or semi-automatic manner. It scans accessing document by dedicated method, and append to some beforehand determinate topic. User can visit downwards gradually from one layer to next layer, so finally can get retrieval result. The representative system is Yahoo.

The excellence of topic retrieval system is that user can easily master searching process. Ontology is the formalized description of share conceptual model to the information resource, so any conceptual object C can be defined as:

\[ C = \{D, W, R\} \]

Where, D indicates such domain knowledge, W is a status set of correlative thing in applied domain, R is a set of concept relation in domain space \([D, W]\). It has two effects that ontology is used in information retrieval.

(1) Automatic analysis to the domain attribute of document.

The information retrieval system looks for keywords according to a certain means in searched information document; these keywords can be used in document classification which is dependent on ontology knowledge. So information retrieval system can sort documents to some possible domains combining with primary content of information document, then filtrates off irrelevant domains, gets final result of correlative domains which the document is classed to.

Moreover, it can be make keyword matching based on the approximate semantic network of ontology, automatically class correlative documents to a certain domain. In this way, information retrieval system searches some selective documents which are correlative to user searching demand, and do no longer scan all information documents. So searching time and cost can be compressed greatly and user’s semantic relativity judgment may be expedited.

(2) Intelligent formulation and visualization to user’s searching demand.

For the searching keywords given by user, we can effectively estimate feasible domain depending on ontology
knowledge. Then information retrieval system enumerate consistent concept and definition of the domain to user, user can make judgment and selection. On the one hand, it can help user confirm their knowledge demand, user can more distinctly visualize information demand which is not clearly presented or little does user think. On the other hand, it can let information retrieval system ascertain the position of searching keyword in ontology, so help machine to understand user’s searching intention, and provide more accurate and more relevant information.

Because of ontology defines essential kennel concept and their semantic relation, it can be used as the tools of resource description and knowledge presentation.

2. INTELLIGENT AGENT TECHNOLOGY

At present, Agent widely has applied in the fields of information retrieval and service, electronic commerce, distributed computing and so on. Yi Xiao et al. described Agent is a concept developed in the field of the artificial intelligence (AI), is a hot spot in AI the recent years. Generally believed that, Agent is the intelligent entity which can run independently and continuously under the environment of isomerism computation, and has the properties as follows as described in [2].

1. Autonomy - Agent is able to run continuously without the disturbance from outside or nobody, and can control its own behavior and internal condition.
2. Adaptability - Agent can sense the external environment, and carries on the self-adjustment according to the change of external environment, therefore has the ability of adapting user’s work way and the characters.
3. Learning - Agent has the ability of adjusting and revising own behavior by utilizing the information of the external environment.
4. Cooperation - Agents can communicate each other by some kind of Agent communication language (for example KQML or the FIPA-ACL language), and mutually cooperate to complete a big task.
5. Mobility - Agents are able to move in the network. These properties of Agent may be represented by the basic model of Agent system in Fig.1.

The basic model of Agent system generally, there are three most basic properties of Agent such as the autonomy, learning and the cooperation. A basic Agent system should has one of these properties, a advanced Agent system must have the autonomy and one of other two items, but an ideal Agent system must realize all of these properties and introduce other characteristics (for example mobility according to the actual demand, etc).

3. CG INTELLIGENT INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Users input keywords which they want to search, then retrieval system return the matching document to users. Because of synonyms and polysemy, it’s very difficult to understand user exact needs by keyword. Often the initial keywords do not get the results they want, the mildly relevant or irrelevant documents were also retrieved. Pan Ying et al described that CG introduces how to use the computer to generate, process and display graphics. CG is very broad in its content. It is difficult for learners to understand the whole system of disciplines as described in [3].

Inquiry system is B/S model, Java program which invokes Jena API functions to realize the complex Semantic inquiries. Jena is a Java framework for building Semantic Web applications. It provides a programmatic environment for RDF (Resource Description Framework), RDFS (RDF Schema) and OWL, SPARQL (Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language), and includes a rule-based inference engine. Jena can be used to create and manipulate RDF graphs. The system mainly includes: the user retrieval interface, the retrieval application, Jena Ontology analytical tools, and the CG ontology. The System architecture is shown in fig.2.
On the client side, users input queries in the retrieval interface. On the server side, retrieval application accepts the request of users, and then invokes Jena API to analysis CG ontology and Forms search results, the final results are returned to the users at last.

4. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AGENT SYSTEM BASED ON KEYWORDS DISTRIBUTION

Jae-Woo LEE described that for efficient information retrieval, it is important that keywords are defined very well as appropriate terms about all documents in the Internet or distributed computing systems. And there are three kinds of algorithms, retrieval algorithms, filtering algorithm and indexing algorithms. Retrieval algorithms are extracting important or meaningful information from database, knowledgebase or documents. Those are classified to sequential scanning and searching indexed text files. Filtering algorithms are simplifying result of text or information for efficient information retrieval. Indexing algorithms are constructing data structure for searching information exactly. Indexing is one of the most important data for efficient information retrieval. For automated indexing there are various algorithms, stemming, stop list, thesaurus, etc as discussed in [4].

Stemming is the process of matching morphological term variants for using general terms. Stemming is for reducing the size if index files and improving information retrieval system’s performance.

CONCLUSION

There are some significant attempt to merge information retrieval and ontological models. The integration of agent technology and ontology is a significant impact on the effective use of the web services. Machine learning Techniques will be used for automatically extracting semantic information and text categorization. The evaluation methodology based on using standard test collections assumes that the relevance can be approximated by typical similarity of the query to document and hence user is not required to make relevance assessment about retrieved documents.

The three main challenges in utilizing ontologies in information retrieval are

1. To make sure that irrelevant concept will not be kept, and that relevant concepts will not be discarded. Descriptions of documents in information retrieval are supposed to reflect the content of documents and establish the foundation for the retrieval of information when requested by users.
2. To map the information in documents and queries into the ontologies.
3. To improve retrieval by using knowledge about retaliations.
between concepts in the ontologies.
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